UNHCR is grateful for the generous contributions of donors who have directly contributed to the UNHCR Somalia operation in 2022.

This figure includes Voluntary Repatriation from Kenya (65,620) and Assisted Spontaneous Returns (ASR) from Yemen (5,416).

Returns from other countries include Djibouti (773), Libya (693), Sudan (147), Ethiopia (67), Angola, Tunisia, Pakistan, Gambia, Chile and others (22). Approximately 42,071 Somalis were monitored as arriving from Yemen since March 2015.

### Yearly return trend

#### KENYA

- **85,620**
- **85,620**

Data on destinations for returnees from Kenya is generally based on the place of initial return. In the case of arrivals by road convoy in 2017, the final destination declared on arrival is used.

#### YEMEN

- **47,487**
- **42,071**

In addition to the 5,416 Assisted Spontaneous Returns (ASR) since 2017, approximately 42,071 Somalis were monitored as arriving from Yemen since March 2015.

#### OTHER COUNTRIES

- **2,246**
- **1,726**

Returns from other countries include Djibouti (773), Libya (693), Sudan (147), Ethiopia (67), Angola, Tunisia, Pakistan, Gambia, Chile and others (22).